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MGM Wireless Limited
SPACETALK Here Comes Santa
Highlights


MGM Wireless (MWR) has released a series of announcements that
continue to reflect the SPACETALK all-in-one children’s smartwatch
exceeding expectations with clearly a world leading position and best
of breed product.



The rollout to all 195 Australian JB Hi Fi stores to begin November is a
huge development for MWR’s plans for a solid retail footprint for the
SPACETALK device. This is a clear indication that sales have been
suitably strong to not only warrant an accelerated rollout well ahead
of schedule, but for JB Hi Fi to also request exclusivity as a first mover
advantage for the all-important Christmas and back-to-school sales
periods ending February 28, 2019.



We believe that the accelerated rollout and exclusivity request by an
experienced electronics retailer underpins the belief of a rapid
acceptance and take up of the SPACETALK watch, as the newest
hottest product available for children.



The sales and distribution deal with Spark NZ is a significant
endorsement of SPACETALK by a major telecom and marks the
Company’s first move into overseas markets. For a telecom to
support the sales and distribution (to other NZ retailers – like JB Hi Fi
and Harvey Norman) of SPACETALK validates our view that it is the
best of its kind available today.



Sale of 8,300 units in first 12 months of launch. The delivery/orders of
23,300 watches for the Christmas and back-to-school sales period is a
reflection of the expected demand over this period – significantly
above our estimates of 11,595. SPACETALK business model profitable
after 8,000 watches sold.



The rollout to all JB Hi Fi stores is 12 months ahead of forecasts (we
initially estimated just 84 stores and then slowly expanded). A deal
with a major telecom like Spark NZ was not in our forecasts at all (and
have the additional benefit of being sold on a NZD$25 plan).



Our sales assumptions for FY19 jump substantially from 20,670 units
to 46,495 units – approaching penetration and sales rates of the
Xplora watch in South Korea within the first two years of launch (total
sold = 297,500 within two years of launch). See our report Watching
Out For Kids – 15 May 2018..



Kid’s smartwatches is forecasted to reach a total of 24 million units in
2021 or US $5 billion in sales.
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Retail Rollout Well Ahead Of Schedule
Complete Rollout To All 195 JB Hi Fi Australian Stores
MGM Wireless announced on October 16, 2018 that following a successful initial trial online, JB Hi Fi
is moving to stock every one of its 195 Australian stores with the SPACETALK watch by November 1.
This is a huge positive not only reflecting the strength of sales online but also the swiftness at which
JB Hi Fi has decided to expand the retail footprint to every store rather than a progressive rollout.
Furthermore, the request for exclusivity until the conclusion of the back-to-school period (February
28, 2019) is a unique circumstance that speaks volumes of the outlook and expectations JB Hi Fi
have for the children’s wearables market category and specifically within that, SPACETALK. This
exclusivity does not include the regional electronic stores that form part of the Leading Edge Group.
We had already forecasted that the online trial would ultimately be successful and JB Hi Fi would,
ahead of Christmas, look to introduce the watches to several stores. We estimated an initial 84
stores due to a likely cautionary approach to “full expansion” – with a complete and immediate
rollout the best case scenario.
In our opinion, the only logical explanation of the above aggressive actions by JB Hi Fi is to obtain a
jump on the competitors in what is a rapidly growing market and lock up the only available product
that can be stocked in store, over the crucial high volume Christmas and back to school periods. This
virtually cements SPACETALK as the market leader within the kid’s smartwatch category. As noted in
our original research report Watching Out For Kids – May 2018 competing watches fail to meet
privacy, security and quality standards. Moreover, several are not certified to be sold in Australia or
have sustainable business models that guarantee long-term supply and aftersales support.
JB Hi Fi is supporting SPACETALK sales with premier locations within stores as well as a dominant
position on display and play tables (alongside Fitbit, Apple phones and adult wearable devices)
allowing customers to test and feel the watch before purchase. Location within retail stores is
crucial to maximizing sales and SPACETALK will have primary real estate. Given JB Hi Fi is a Telstra
reseller, parents will be able to have the device connected in store in a one-stop providing ease of
setup and use.
To stock all 195 stores with enough units and colours, we estimate that JB Hi Fi would have ordered
in the vicinity of 20+ watches per store including demonstration units. This equates to
approximately 4,000 units or a circa $1 million purchase order.
As a result of the above factors our forecasts for JB Hi Fi sales have increased 168% from 11,970 to
32,070 for FY2019 given the accelerated rollout and success of existing sales. The rollout to all 195
Australian stores is 12 months ahead of our expectations and well in advance of the 84 we assumed
would stock SPACETALK during the upcoming Christmas sales period.
Spark NZ – A Landmark Achievement
On November 5, MGM Wireless announced a supplier agreement with Spark NZ, New Zealand’s
largest telecom to stock all 73 stores and be sold on a plan for NZ$25 by November 8. This was a left
field surprise and particularly significant as it marks the first global telecom to accept the SPACETALK
watch as a suitable and appropriate communication/tracking device.
Furthermore, Spark NZ will be the wholesale distributor within NZ supplying to retailers that include
JB Hi Fi and Harvey Norman, amongst others. The agreement is particularly attractive to MGM
Wireless as Spark NZ will be entirely responsible for advertising and promotion of SPACETALK in NZ,
removing one of the key costs and responsibilities.
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This is SPACETALK’s first move overseas, ahead of our schedule and certainly with a more reputable
entity than we had anticipated. The ability for consumers to be able to purchase the watch off a
plan will aid sales numbers and penetration rates within a new market category.
While we had expected another sales channel to be added prior to calendar year-end, Spark NZ is
clearly a more notable achievement. We believe that this deal with a major telecom garners the
attention of other international telecoms and retailer that gives SPACETALK specific credibility over
its competitors – specifically those which we highlighted in our original research report Watching
Out For Kids, May 2018 – that were removed from sale and banned in Europe for failing specific
reliability, security and privacy tests.
Our forecasts for an additional sales channel in FY2019 have been lifted from 5,700 units to 9,675
units sold.
Marketing Campaign
The success of any product, especially one in a totally new market category is based around
awareness and educating the general public in its merits. To date, SPACETALK sales have been solid
considering there has been minimal marketing spend with no significant sales channels or
distributors in place. Sales via the Company’s own allmytribe.com website have been steadily
growing, setting new monthly records and currently will produce greater than $1 million in revenue
for FY2019.
During November and December MGM Wireless will be supporting its sales channels (JB Hi Fi,
Leading Edge stores, allmytribe.com) with a sizeable $850,000 marketing budget that will include
billboard and screen advertisements across 71 premier shopping centres in Sydney, Melbourne and
Brisbane. An example of which is shown below.

Together with this out-of-home advertising will be an extensive digital and social media campaigns
including television that presents an aggressive push to place SPACETALK at the forefront of
parental purchasing decisions at the crucial Christmas period.
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New Colour, Features & Accessories
The introduction of the colour pink in our view is the single simplest addition to lift SPACETALK sales.
Evidence from experienced children’s product suppliers like Walt Disney Co. have always noted pink
as the single most popular colour in terms of volume for any mainstream children’s product
(exceptions are made for cases such as the Frozen “blue” craze). MGM already noted that
SPACETALK volumes have lifted 20% with the introduction of pink and we expect that this will
consistently be the most popular colour in the range.
Since launch MGM has introduced a series of added features to the watch,
continually improving the attractiveness, engagement and longevity to its
younger users. Features such as weather forecasts and the reward stars
system released last month allows parents and children to engage with each
other via the watch, cementing its daily use from a child’s perspective while
providing parents with a reliable communication and security device.
Additional accessories such as battery charging kits and screen protectors
will add somewhere in the range of 4-7% in additional sales revenues. We
believe that scope exists for further accessories to be added that have the
potential to increase sales with items such as watch stands, coloured or
themed band straps/clips etc. As the SPACETALK watch enjoys increased
market penetration rates accessories will become an important additional
sales source as children look to individualize their watch. We currently have
no revenue forecasts in our model for accessories.

Commentary & Valuation Uplift
One of the key information releases of the latest trading update included the performance of pilot
stores that experienced complete sell out within 4-5 days of receiving merchandise. This extreme
success comes with zero advertising or promotion and importantly outside a high sales period like
Christmas or back-to-school. Our assumptions centre around a range of 20-30 watches being
stocked per store so a sell-out in 4-5 days equates to minimum of 4 watches per day or a rate of
120/month.
Our assumptions of monthly sales have been lifted for Christmas from 10/month per store to
35/month per store taking into account the higher volume period, an aggressive advertising
campaign and better locations/promotions in store. We brought forward some of the mid-2019
sales into 2018 as a result of better consumer awareness with the advertising campaign and faster
rollout. We believe this is still on the conservative side given that as general rule of thumb JB Hi Fi
stores sell north of 10 times the volume the online business achieves.
As noted prior, Spark NZ was not in our forecast at all and the ability to purchase the watch on a
lowly NZD$35 plan is an attractive pricing structure.
Revenue Increase
The resulting changes lift our FY2019 SPACETALK revenue forecast 80% from $5.295 million to
$9.541 million – a substantial but warranted increase. This highlights the leverage in a solid retail
footprint and partnering with a leading and dominant telecom. Our FY2020 and FY2021 forecasts
increase marginally at 2.2% and 10.3%.
We again refer to the success of the Xplora watch in South Korea (severely inferior to SPACETALK
and failed security/privacy tests in Europe) which was able to sell 297,500 watches within two years
AFTER partnering with South Korea Telecom (SK Telecom). As noted in our Watching Out For Kids –
May 2017 research report using South Korea as a proxy and adopting similar penetration rates to
the Australian market size, indicates a market leading position within Australia would have 183,750
units sold after two years. Our forecasts remain well below that with 98,570 sold by Year 2.
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Valuation & Wearables Comparisons
High growth business in a completely new market category can be difficult to value but history
shows that the market will typically focus on revenues and apply a factor of anywhere between 15x
to greater than 30x. The multiplier is determined by potential margins, market size, industry,
potential for international expansion and competition.
The wearables market is a new global market industry with children’s category one of the most
infant but fastest growing categories. Gartner Research forecast sales will reach US$5 billion by
2021 which is clearly a sizeable addressable market for a best in breed product.
We continue to make comparisons to ASX listed Nuheara (NUH) which sells its wireless IQ buds and
currently has a market cap of $65 million but has been north of $100 million in the past two years
during the early stages of it establishing its distribution network. NUH’s FY2018 result showed sales
revenue of $3.9 million (net loss $7.4 million) up from $2.5 million in FY2017 (net loss $4.8 million).
This equates to a revenue multiplier on its IQ Buds sales of 16.7x for FY2018 and 26x FY2017 but has
been north of 50x in its history.
Arguably MGM is in a superior position to NUH based on:






Faster rollout and sales ($1.93 million revenue in first 12 months)
A substantially more advanced product relative to its competitors
An underlying Schools Communication business that adds additional revenues and value
Recurring revenue model unlike traditional hardware manufacturers
Direct marketing and advertising budget targeting specific consumers

As a result a revenue multiplier for a high growth, new market category 12 months after operation of
just 10x is conservative. This is particularly conservative considering the outstanding success in
achieving an A-grade retail and telecom distribution network both in Australia and New Zealand.
At 10x our FX2019 SPACETALK revenue forecast of $9.541 million plus a modest $3.5 million valuation
for the Schools Communication business implies a market cap of $98.9 million or a price target of $8.24
(see revenue model and assumptions below).

Further International Expansion
MGM stated in their November 5 announcement that they are in continuous discussions with other
retailers and telecoms internationally, with potential to expand further in early 2019. This is an
extremely encouraging sign and considering the speed and caliber of which a deal with Spark NZ was
made, we feel that a rapid progress into other offshore markets is likely.
Given that SPACETALK already meets new European Privacy laws and has the stringent security
measures, we feel the most likely next international region to expand to will be Europe, specifically the
UK. Smartwatches for children in the region (Europe and UK) have had a checkered past with the
banning of those particular branded watches (in Germany) following a scathing review by the
Norwegian Consumer Council (NCC) – see our report Watching Out For Kids, May 2018. John Lewis in
the UK removed the Xplora watch from its saleable items following the NCC review. None of the issues
associated with the NCC report are applicable to SPACETALK – hence, why we regard it as a best in
breed product.
Given the UK market’s understanding of the children’s smartwatch it will be an easier market to
penetrate and experience success. The 2016 UK population for children aged 4-11 consisted of 6 million
children or 3 times the total Australian market aged 4-11. This represents an enormous opportunity for
SPACETALK and although we don’t have any UK or European success built into our forecasts, a
successful deal with a major retailer or telecom would immediately have the effect of doubling
revenues and our price target.
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SPACETALK Revenue & Sales Projections
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Disclaimer and Disclosure
This research is prepared for general information only, and as such, the specific needs, investment objectives
or financial situation of any particular reader have not been taken into consideration. Individuals should
therefore discuss, with their adviser the merits of the analysis for their own specific circumstances and realize
that not all investments will be appropriate for all readers.
The author has not independently verified all the information given in this document. Accordingly, no
representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the accuracy, completeness or fairness of the
information, opinions projections and estimates contained in this document. Other than as attributed, the
opinions (if any) expressed in this document are entirely those of the author, are given as part of his normal
research activities and may change. The author has no obligation to notify opinion changes or if it becomes
aware of any inaccuracy in or omission from this document. All opinions and projections expressed in this
document are given as of the date of this document and are subject to change without notice.
This document is not an offer document and does not constitute an invitation to subscribe for or buy any
securities or an offer for subscription or purchase of any securities or a solicitation to engage in or refrain from
engaging in any transaction. Neither this document nor anything contained in this document forms the basis
of any contract or commitment for the purchase or transfer of securities. This document must not be relied on
to make an investment decision. To the extent permitted by law, the author excludes all liability for any loss or
damage (including indirect, special or consequential loss or damage) arising from the use of, or reliance on,
any information, view or recommendation (the information) whether or not caused by any negligent act or
omission. If the law prohibits the exclusion of such liability, the author hereby limits its liability, to the extent
permitted by law, to the re-supply of the information or the cost of the said re-supply.
This document has been prepared by its author independently of the Company and its subsidiaries. The author
has no authority whatsoever to give any information or make any representation or warranty on behalf of the
Company, any of its subsidiaries or any of their respective associates, affiliates or advisors or any other person
or in its capacity as a manager or underwriter of any offering. This document has been prepared by its author
to provide background information only and does not, and does not attempt to, contain all material or
relevant information about the Company, its subsidiaries, and/or the business of the Company and its
subsidiaries.
There are risks involved in purchasing securities. In particular, the prices of securities can and do fluctuate, and
any individual security may experience upward or downward movements, and may even become valueless.
The author and/or his associates may:
- hold securities in the entity discussed and commented on in this analysis;
- buy and sell securities in the entity that is discussed and commented on in this analysis before or after
publication;
- receive commission from clients for dealing in securities in the entity that is discussed and commented on in
this analysis and its representatives and analysts may directly share in that commission;
- receive fees, commissions and payments including underwriting and placement fees from the entity that is
discussed and commented on in this analysis;
- receive corporate advisory fees, payments, and commission from the entity that is discussed and
commented upon in this analysis.
This document is not supplied in connection with any offering of securities. If an offer of securities in the
Company is made that requires disclosure in accordance with Chapter 6D of the Corporations Act, a
prospectus or other offering document relating to that offer will be made available when the securities are
offered and anyone wishing to acquire the securities offered will need to complete an application form that
will be in or will accompany that document. A decision whether to subscribe for securities in the Company
should be made on the basis of the information in the prospectus or other offering document
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Analyst Certification
The views expressed in this research report are those of the authoring analyst, Greg Tolpigin, who hereby
certifies that the recommendations and opinions expressed in this research accurately reflect the analyst’s
personal, independent, objective views about any and all potential investments discussed herein. In addition,
the author has taken reasonable care to achieve and maintain independence and objectivity in making any
recommendations.
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